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Abstract

The cross-section sensitivity analysis program at ORNL is reviewed

with emphasis on present computer code capabilities and fas.; successful

applications in the radiation shielding area. The FORSS sensitivity code

system is discussed in regard to objectives, methodology, and code specifica-

tions. Examples of past shielding applications of FORSS emphasize the

success of fine energy grid sensitivity studies and group structure

selection, the use of evaluated error file and problem uncertainty

estimation, two-dimensional shield sensitivity analysis and integral

experiment design for fast reactors, data studies for the LMFBR program

related to sodium and iron evaluations and iron data problems in CTR

shielding design. Conclusions are drawn about the adequacy of present

ENDF/B data files for sodium and iron and the general applicability of

sensitivity studies in future shield design and analysis.



I. Introduction

The measurement, evaluation, and processing of radiation interaction

data together with experimental and analytic data testing efforts have been

major activities of the reactor physics community for several decades.

Implicit in such a data acquisition program is the goal of generating "good"

data for the analysis and design of reactors and radiation shields. While a

major effort in the past was devoted simply to the acquisition of data in

areas where none existed, more recent efforts have focussed on questions

directed at determining the quality or "goodness" of the data. These latter

concerns are understandable in light of the serious questions being raised

about the safety and economic viability of nuclear reactor systems. Recog-

nition of these concerns has generated interest in developing procedures for

quantifying the all too nebulus confidence limits placed on calculated reac-

tor performance and safety parameters. The concept of standards and even

standardization of reactor design with known and acceptable design uncer-

tainties is also an outgrowth of such developments. In both the short and

long run, then, the persistent concerns about quality and confidence make it

imperative to begin seriously addressing the problem of determining design

parameter uncertainties, with special emphasis in the early stages to those

arising from nuclear data related uncertainties. In addition, methods have

to be developed for giving quantitative direction to nuclear data acquisi-

tion programs so that stringent standards and tolerances are met in a timely

fashion.

Past and recent advances in several technical disciplines ha^e made it

possible not only to define, the procedures necessary for addressing the

data-quality probJem but to begin putting together computer code systems to

provide answers to most of the specific data related questions. Developments

in the field of sensitivity analysisw*
 J" and in particular those related to

generalized perturbation theory, have been central to the successful defini-

tion of such procedures. Initial efforts to systematically generate uncer-

tainty information for neutron cross-section data in the KNDF/B-IV and

KNDF/U-V data files11'12 and advances in techniques for incorporating the

results of integral measurements in uncertainty analyses13>lti further



contribute to the promise of successful application of sensitivity related

approaches to solving such problems. A comprehensive review article ade-

quately referencing this whole area will appear in Advances in Nuclear

Science and Technology.^

It, therefore, appears clear from the ORNL standpoint that enough

information and technical know-how is now available or will be in the near

future to develop codes and procedures to address the data base quality

question. Meeting this overall objective has been the goal toward which

the sensitivity work in the Neutron Physics Division at ORNL has been

directed in the past five years. The program has borrowed heavily from

past European and American efforts in this area, but retains the unique

flavor of the ORNL expertise in the shielding and radiation transport field.

II. ORNL Sensitivity Program Objectives

With the above introductory discussion in mind, it is now possible to

define the specific roles sensitivity analysis and integral measurements

play in the ORNL approach to the data problems in reactor and shield design.

The following four major objectives of the program are viewed as the basis

for discussing and answering data problems:

First and foremost, there is a strong need to determine the nuclear

data-related and method uncertainties for specified performance parameters

in radiation shielding and reactor design problems from basic cross-section

data and their uncertainties, and tha results of Integral experiments and

their uncertainties. The concept of generating evaluated cross-section

data uncertainty files in conjunction with an evaluated base cross-section

data file (e.g., ENDF/B) is a critical factor in meeting this objective.

*

Second, it is important to determine the impact of alternative data

bases or differences in various elements of a data field on shield and

reactor performance. This objective in the long run ultimately leads to

the development of a sophisticated capability for solving problems in

shield design optimization. In the short term, there is a great need



to be able to assess the differences in calculations resulting from the

use of the multitude of available multigroup data sets.

Third, there is a need to provide quantitative guidance to the cross-

section data measurement, evaluation, and processing code development

programs in the form of estimated accuracy requirements for base nuclear

data to meet design constraints and error margins (i.e., what we have

termed the "inverse" data uncertainty problem). Such an objective is

designed to meet the needs of those responsible for making long and short

term planning decisions related to the requirement for base nuclear data

in the various reactor and energy system development programs.

Fourth, and last, it is desirable to provide qualitative and quanti-

tative understanding of the relative importance of the basic physical data

and interaction processes involved in analyzing any design or experimental

problem, so that conclusions drawn from one study can be extrapolated con-

fidently to another. Such information can be used profitably in the

extrapolation of results of shielding experiment analyses to commercial

reactor shield design.

It should be understood that nuclear data in the context used above

refers to basic cross-section data appearing in either evaluated, multigroup

processed microscopic, or composition-dependent macroscopic form. The effect

of uncertainties and differences in the data in any or all of these categories

can and should be addressed.

It will be made clear in the ensuing discussion the major role sensitiv-

ity analysis plays in meeting all four objectives of the ORiNL effort, but at

this point the role of integral experiments in such a program needs some

clarification. In the past integral benchmark experiments have been de-

signed and analyzed primarily to determine the adequacy design methods nnd

data. Such experiments have also been used (more.so in the European community

nnd, in particular, in reactor physics prog rains) to mijust inultigioup cross-

section design libraries so that cnlculational and experimental results

were consistent and in general agreement with each other. With the long



standing goal of United States base radiation cross-section data efforts

being directed towards generating a "good" evaluated library applicable to

a broad range of projects and programs (I.e., ENDF/B), little effort has

been devoted to adjustment. This has diminished somewhat the role bench-

mark integral experiments could play in the overall design program.

It appears clear now, however, that the strong desire to generate

uncertainties in reactor and shield design parameters to meet the first

objective of the program makes it imperative that these uncertainties not

simply reflect the state of the calculational art and the base data but

also be consistent with and Include relevant information from integral

measurements. In many instances it is expected that it will be precisely

the integral information that will reduce the reported uncertainties from

calculations alone down to acceptable levels. Such an expectation defines

what we believe will be the role of such experiments in both the shielding

and core physics areas. That is, experiments are expected to provide

information about the important correlations which exist between basic

nuclear data in design situations as opposed to providing direct information

about the absolute magnitudes of the data itself. Data adjustment is,

therefore, still viewed cautiously when discussed in terms of the improve-

ments which could be made to the ENDF/B files, but adjustment of uncertainty

files, specifically correlation data, we feel should be pursued vigorously.

With these comments in mind, sensitivity analysis can be brought into the

picture to design integral experiments for use in data testing which ensure

a bro.id range of sensitivity to many elements of the data field. Integral

experiments sensitive to only a limited region of the cross-section data

field are best replaced by less costly differential measurements.

With respect to integral measurements in support of design analysis

programs, sensitivity techniques should surely be used to design relevant

integral experiments which are less expensive and complicated than proto-

typic mockupa. The designed experiments should, however, still retain the

essence of the radiation transport environment. Such designs are arrived

at by carefully matching sensitivity information from both proposed experi-

ments and actual designs. The similitude of the sensitivities of the



results of interest to the relevant cross-section data is the crucial cle-

ment in being able to extrapolate the results of the analysis of the

experiment to the design situation. Such extrapolation helps in meeting the

fourth of the stated objectives.

III. Sensitivity Methodology

The role of sensitivity analysis can best be clarified by discussing

the relevant features of the sensitivity methodology employed at ORNL to

solve sensitivity problems. The overall program had its origin six years

ago in the weapon shielding area and later was applied to general reactor

shielding problems in conjunction with the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) and

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) programs.16 More recent efforts

have been in support of the Controlled Thermonuclear Reactor (CTR) pro-

gram17'18 and core physics work for the LMFBR.19 Technically, the current

methodology is general enough to i'nclude both shielding and core physics

neutronics problems since it is based on classical linear perturbation

theory and Generalizations to it developed in recent years (GPT). This

latter approach offers a method for estimating the effect of changes (finite

and differential) in specific calculated results (i.e., response functions

or reactor performance parameters) arising from changes in the data field

used to solve for the results. The linear estimation procedures make it

possible to quickly evaluate effects resulting from changes in any or all

elements of the nuclear data base without the need for resolving the

original problem with altered data. In particular, the use of appropriate

adjoint functions provides an exact method for calculating the differential

change of a design parameter with respect to a differential change in the

radiation cross-section data. The calculation of this differential quantity,

usually called the differential sensitivity profile or function, is one of

the essential objectives of the ORNL approach to sensitivity analysis.

A. Sonaltivity Function

Using the generalized shield Ins case as an example, the procedures for

generating sensitivity functions for nuclear data sensitivity problems Ci»n be
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Illustrated briefly as follows. The Boltzmann transport equation and a

shield response parameter to be calculated are assumed to be given, respec-

tively, in die following form:

(1)

(2)

where braces < > denote integrals over all phase space; 4> is the forward

flux; A is the leakage and collision operator; B is the fission operator;

\ is the system eigenvalue (if the reactor core is involved in shield

calculations); 11 j and II2 are operators defining the particular performance

parameters (these are usually foil or detector cross sections), and Q is

the inhoniogeneous source. Equation (2) describes a general linear shield

performance parameter (i.e., foil ratio measurements, flux normalized

responses, etc.).

Using sensitivity theory, we get the following form for the energy (E)

and zone-wise (r) dependent sensitivity function P_(r,E) which is dependent

on the energy and zone-wise dependent cross section E(r,E):

R
(3)

Here, the first two terms represent the direct effect of a differential

change in E(r,E) on the defining operators in the performance parameter and

the third and fourth terms represent the effect of the change on the flux

and the source respectively. The generalized adjoint function 1'* solves

the generalizwl perturbation (C.l'T) equation:

(A* - AB*)1* - S* (4)



where S* ia related to R through the following relationship for the general

linear response case:

S* == 1SL (5)

Once if> and I"* have been determined, sensitivity functions for any and

all elements of the cross-section data field for a given problem can be cal-

culated from Eq. (3). Graphical display of this function, called a sensitiv-

ity profile, provides a direct measure of the differential rate of change in

R as a function of changes in T. and thus the sensitivity of R to 5).

Assuming the validity of first-order perturbation theory the sensitivity

function can also be used to estimate the effect on R of finite changes or

differences in any or all elements of the cross-section data field, £ (given

In the form 61/1) using the following first-order expression:

f " <Vr.» f* <r.K>) W

Such estimates can be used extensively in determining the effects of alter-

nate data bases on reactor or shield calculations, estimating the partial

cross sections or processing methods responsible for discrepancies in cal-

culated and measured results ami in optimizing designs with respect to

material substitutions or density changes. Thus, the sensitivity profile,

in and of itself, is used in meeting all four objectives outlined in

Section II.

B. Performance Pnr.iiBeter Uncertainty Estimation

To estimate the uncertainties in performance parameters and couple sen-

sitivity method)! with procedures for meeting the first objective, an assump-

tion again has to be made about the existancc of linear relationship between

6H and 6T. as given in Eq. (6). The problem variance can be obtained by

taking expectation values of this equation
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or In vector notation:

VR

where Vn is the variance (expectation value) of the performance parameter;

C is the covariance matrix representing the variances and correlations in

the basic nuclear data; and 1'., and P.. are the sensitivity coefficient vec-

tor and its transpose. Integral measurements enter into this procedure

through the covariance matrix, in which the integral measurement results,

uncertainties, and correlations can be expressed as a linear combination

of elements of the cross-section data field using a linear functional form

such as liq. (6).

Therefore, in order to obtain a variance in a performance parameter the

uncertainties and correlations fn the basic nuclear data and integral mea-

surement results must be evaluated and processed into a tnultigroup covariance

matrix C and then folded with the sensitivity coefficients. P.., evaluated at

the nominal or mean values of all the cross-section data elements. The most

cumbersome and uifficult part of this procedure is the evaluation and proces-

sing of the cross-section data and integral experiment uncertainty information

needed to generate a raultigroup covariance matrix,23

C• Target Uncertainties for Nuclear. Data

The problem of determining the uncertainties in the basic nuclear data

needed to meet target design performance parameters uncertainties; (i.e., the

"Inverse" uncertainty problem) is more difficult than the forward one. Since

the "inverse" procedure car. be defined in many ways to meet many different

objectlvcH, a flexible approach has been taken to try to obtain general

informal Ion about I ho possible solutions to the problem. The OKNL approach is

basically to try to determine the allowable ilatn uncertainties which can
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exist in a multigroup version of the base nuclear data file (i.e., ENDP/B) and

yet still meet design constraints on a number of important performance param-

eters. Since there are a large number of uncertainty combinations which

satisfy the design constraints, an optimization procedure was chosen to

define a "best" combination of base data uncertainties. In trying to

determine the uncertainties which meet the design constraints, it is

assumed that there is a "cost" (used in a qualitative sense) associated with

reducing the uncertainties in any basic data below current levels and it

is this cost which should be minimized to identify the best combination of

uncertainties. Such a procedure should help generate a priority list for

new measurements of base data and target uncertainties and correlations for

these measurements.1'1

Stated mathematically, it is assumed that a number of target uncertainties,

a., for a series of performance parameters, R., arc given in the form:

V_ < a i - 1, 2, I (8)

with the variance in the performance parameters, V , related to the
i

variances in the base data through the covariance matrix C and the sensi-

tivity functions P. r as follows:
1 2

\ ' pi.r c *i.* (

The problem Is to minimize a cost functional describing the "cost" of re-

ducing base data file uncertainties, V 's, given as follows:

Cost - G(V ,V , , V ) (10)

The minimization of G is subject to the constraints given in liq. (8).

To solve the problem with available computer methods the problem is

best posed in terms of a variational functional which is to be minimized.

Thus we attempt to:
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Minimize F - C ^ .V^ ,Vj. ) - ]|P k J ^ C P^) - Oj] (H>
fc| '2 J i-1

where the k.'s arc Lagrange multipliers; the V.. 's are the unknown data

uncertainties or correlation coefficients; the a 's are the performance

parameter constraints; and C, the covariance matrix, is a known function

of the \' 's. The solution to Eq. (11) requires the minimization of a non-

linear functional subject to quadratic constraints which can be handled by

linearization and iterative procedures.

IV. The FORSS Code System

In pursuit of the objectives described in Section II and following the

technical sensitivity approach outlined in Section III, a computer sensitiv-

ity system, KOKSS,'^ has been developed to automate procedures for answering

data related sensitivity questions. In the development stages heavy re-

liance was placed on our past expertise in ono- and two-dimensional radia-

tion (both neutron and gamma ray) transport shielding methods and the

format development and processing of ENDF/B uncertainty files. Other

phases of thu effort have borrowed from European experience in data

adjustment techniques and the use of integral experiment results. The

procedures used in the code are general enough to be consistent with the

problem needs In both shielding and core physics design areas. A modular

code system approach was used to put the system together with each code

module developed to solve a particular set of the equations presented in

the previous sections.

The flow diagram for the system appears In Fig. 1. Flow of informa-

tion starts <it the top left corner of the figure with the cross-section

data preparation modules. If acceptable pseudo-composition independent

multigroup data is available, the ClNDl'RKLLA cross-section step may be

bypassed. Otherwise, Input for MINX (the multigroup neutron processor),

LAPHN'GAS (the gamma-ray production proc-ostfor), SMUG (the gamma-ray trans-

port cross-section processor), the PUFF (the uncertainty data file
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processor) is prepared and interface files are generated. The user is also

obligated to prepare composition and geometry files, standard files contain-

ing convergence information and S constants. With these files prepared

the calculation is ready to proceed.

The COPPELIA module is used to prepare composition dependent coupled

neutron-gamma cross sections. The two constituent code modules of COPPELIA

are the SPHINX code used to generate self-shielding factors and ANISN used

in the transport calculation group collapsing procedure.

The purpose of the ROMEO module is to perform a discrete-ordinates or

diffusion theory flux and adjoint calculations. It is presently antic-

ipated that this module will be composed of the ANISN, DOT, and VENTURE

codes. The output of ROMEO consists of regular forward and adjoint angular

fluxes as well as generalized forward and adjoint angular fluxes.

Tine purpose of the JULIET module is to generate the responses of

interest-, calculate the generalized sources and normalization constants

needed to solve the GPT equations using the results from ROMEO, and to

compute and display zone-dependent sensitivity profiles. Separate sen-

sitivity profiles will be available for direct, forward, and adjoint rlux

perturbations. The modules of JULIET include the SWANLAKE, SOURCE, and

DISPLAY programs.

The FIREBIRD module determines the uncertainties in the reactor param-

eters of interest based on the evaluated error files of all nuclidcs present

in the calculationai model. The D1SKCT program permits the projection of

the total problem variance into specific components including effects of

uncertainties in different energy ranges as well as the various correla-

tions between materials and reactions. The I.NTKXP program determines the

impact of information from relevant integral measurements on the multigroup

covariance matrices and design uncertainties.

The NTCRACKR module determines cross-section measurement accuracy

requirement!) r.erJed to meet a series of performance parameter constraints.
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1 A weighted cost functional and performance parameter constraints are

specified by the user and then the cost is minimized to determine the

accuracy needs. The output of this module is a plan of action for the

cross-section measurement program.

V. Generic Problem Areas for Application of FORSS

The objectives for the FORSS system and the technical approach used to

design the system, define by inference the scope of applications the system

can address. However, it seems useful to briefly point out some of the major

problem areas for which the system is specifically designed and review some

past examples of successful application of the methods. Because of the wide

applicability of generalized perturbation theory and uncertainty assessment,

the focus on specific problems is determined largely by input/output provi-

sions of the operating programming structure. The problem areas discussed

below are merely illustrative of the systems current potential. Specific

examples of shielding problems will be given in the next section.

Although applicable to all reactor types (because both transport and

diffusion theory are utilized) FORSS is specifically addressed to LMFBR

and GCFR core physics and shielding problems. Some important problems

addressed are the generation of uncertainties and biases in a variety of

performance parameters, the identification of optimum cross-section ex-

periments needed to reduce these uncertainties to required limits, and the

design and interpretation of integral experiments. The effect of design,

composition, and geometry changes on these parameters can be determined,

but adjoint difference techniques2*>22 are often more appropriate for

addressing these problems.

Since the transport sensitivity^odules for shielding calculations

have been operational for some time in both one- and two-dimensional geom-

etries (SWANLAKE and VIP, respectively), FORSS can and has been applied

to a wide variety of reactor shielding problems. In this latter area, the

sensitivity technique has been very successful in designing integral

experiments which have similar sensitivity profiles to those of a shield
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' design of Interest and In two-dimensional studies of complex shields. The

methods employed can also be used for perturbation theory shield design and

optimization, but, as mentioned above, adjoint difference techniques are

usually more appropriate in these cases.

Since much of the FORSS system (SWAT'lAKE, VIP, and PUFF) was developed

under Defense Nuclear Agency funding, the system is applicable to and has

been used to study weapons output problems, radiation transport in the

atmosphere, and radiation transport in protected systems.

The importance of 14-MeV neutron transport in this area leads naturally

to the application of FORSS to CTR neutronics problems such as radiation

heating, radiation damage, blanket neutronics design, and shielding. Studies

have already been performed in the blanket neutronics and shield design areas.

FORSS is also applicable to thermal LWR core and shielding problems.

Specific application have been identified for the resolution of the 2 3 8U

resonance capture anomaly and shielding problems in the radial cavity.

VI. Specific Shielding Applications

A. Point-Energy Method and Problem-Energy "Grid Selection

In the. area of simple shield problems, the point-energy discrete-

ord.inates method2^ for solving the transport equation has been used to

generate a series of state-of-the-art fast neutron benchmark shielding

calculations in one-dimensional spherical geometry.'1'' Such calculations

have been performed for typical iron, air, concrete, sodium, and carbon

shielding problems. The advantage of the point-energy method is the

ability to use extremely fine point-energy grids (several thousand points

are not uncommon) in solving transport problems and thus study cross-

section effects using all the detailed Information in the ENDF/B data file

for a nuclidc of interest. In conjunction with sensitivity techniques,

the point-energy work has been extremely useful in checking out the

importance of the finest detail in cross-section behavior as it effects neutron
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transport. This procedure has led to methods for choosing appropriate

few-group multigroup energy grids for general shielding applications.20'25

Two examples of total sensitivity profiles generated during the course of

this work appear in Figs. 2 and 3. The profile in Fig. 2 represents the

total sensitivity of the fast neutron flux (above 10 keV) at the outer

boundary of a 100-cm sphere of iron to all iron cross sections. The

problem source was a combined fission and 14-MeV spectrum. Figure 3

represents results for the same kind of calculation with a 400-cm sodium

sphere with a fission source at the center. As can be seen from the

detailed energy behavior, these results can be used to choose multigroup

energy grids which retain fine detail in important transport energy

regions.

B. Air-Transport Problem and Error Files

A second example of the past success of sensitivity methods is illus-

trated clearly in a deep neutron penetration air study.9»20 in this

example, the importance of carefully evaluated error file information in

sensirivity work is emphasized. Since two important uncertainty files

for air transport work recently became available in ENDF/B format for

demonstration purposes (i.e., the files for nitrogen and oxygen generated

by Young et_ aJL at LASL) they were tested on an air transport problem.

The air study which had been pursued in great depth in the past

for the Defense Nuclear Agoncy consisted essentially of a neutron and

gamma-ray dose detector 2 kilometers away from an unclassified thcrmo-

nucleae source in an infinite air medium. By way of a summary of the

results of these calculations, the total sensitivity of the dose to all

neutron and gamma-ray production cross-section data is illustrated in

Fig. 4. The specific profile for tliu key partial cross section for this

case, the N(n,a) reaction, appears in Fig. 5. The importance of the

N(n,ct) cross section in this problem, resulted from its absorption role

in the streaming of neutrons through the 5-MeV minimum Jn the total air

cross section. A summary of the important error file Information is given

in Fig. 6 in the form of a two-dimensional plot of th«< correlation matrix

as a function of energy for the N(n,a) cross .section. This data together
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CHNL-1WG 72-1291*

SENSITIVITY Q- PIR QQ3E(THERMO SOURCE)TO N(2)+0 (2) NEUTRON COLLISION CROSS SEC.

10
10°

ENERGY (MEV)

Fig. 4. The Sensitavy Profile of the 2000-m Air Dose to All Air
Cross Section Data.
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Fig. 5. Tlie Sensitivity Profile of the 200-m Air Dose to the
Nitrogen (n,a) Cross Section Data.
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• with correlation information relating the N(n,a) cross section and the

nitrogen elastic cross section dominated the uncertainty estimation

procedure, the results of which for the updated air problem20 appear in

Table I. In a clear demonstration of the need for carefully evaluated

uncertainty and correlation data, the results here indicate a total air

dose uncertainty (67% confidence limit) of about 142 compared with

previous estimates of about 30%. The direct effect of uncertainties in

the- N(n,o) data accounts for a 45% uncertainty in the air tissue dose.

The correlations of N(n,a) to other nitrogen and oxygen cross section data

(specifically the nitrogen elastic cross section) reduces this figure to

the reported 14X total effect.

C. Two-Dimensional Application for FFTF Shield

Another important study illustrating the capabilities of FORSS was the

analysis of the neutron and gamma-ray tissue dose at the maintenance deck

in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF).16 This sensitivity study was performed

using the results of two-dimensional DOT transport calculations and the VIP

two-dimensional sensitivity module in FORSS. The overall geometry for the

calculations is shown in Fig. 7. The sensitivity analysis did not extend

to the full model, but only the head compartment region above z » 631.2 cm.

The DOT calculations were performed with a 21-18 coupled neutron-gamma-ray

library, and an Sjgg quadrature suitable; for streaming in annular gaps and

P3 scattering were employed. The source for the adjoint calculations was

located at the spatial position on the maintenance dock where the doses

peaked.

A sensitivity summary for this problem is presented in Table II. It

is clear that the calculated neutron dose la prcilominently sensitive to

the materials surrounding the streaming gap, namely the SA508 head and Z

ring and the borated polyethylene top shield and Its SS304 cover. The

croisa sections for iron in the SA508 and for hydrogen in the borated poly-

ethylene* are especially Important. Table* 11 also in.lkateH that the

dose iu most nunsltivt* tc neutron transport in the SA5O8 and to

transport through the SSJO4 and SA5O8 sleehi.



Table I. Uncertainty Analysis for 2000 Meter Tissue Dose in
Air Transport from Prototypic Thermonuclear Source

Nitrogen Uncertainties*

ENDF/B-4

REACT 2
REACT 2
ALL REACT
NOT REACT

REACT 4
REACT 4
ALL REACT
NOT REACT

REACT 102
REACT 102
ALL REACT
NOT REACT

REACT 103
REACT 103
ALL REACT
NOT REACT

REACT 107
REACT 107
ALL RKACT
NOT REACT

TOTAL %

*Rcaetion types:

TO REACT 2
TO OTHERS

2
2

TO REACT 4
TO OTHERS
4
4

TO REACT 102
TO OTHERS
102
102

TO REACT 103
TO OTHERS
103
103

TO REACT 107
TO OTHERS
107
107

2 - clastic
4 - inelastic

102 - capture
103 - (n,p)
107 - (n,a)

2
-1
-8
2

2
-1
9
1

1
0
1
2,

1,
-7.
9.
1.

2.

•-I

1.
5.

1.

.83747E

.16241E

.78720E

.96660E

f 1 ,'. r r, j

.69327E

.22784E

.99503E

.85318E

.0
,«5318E
.O6877E

.69513F

.75758E
•19370E
,99537E

58984E
06249E
52735E
59953E

44475E

01
02

01
01
00
02

00

00
02

01
00
00
02

02
02
02
01

01**

**'fotal uncertainty (14.42) obtained by taking the square root
of the sum of ALL KKACT X and ijOT REACT X for any X (X - 2, 4,

etc.) presented above.
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Table II. Sensitivities of Calculated Peak Neutron and Gamma
Tissue Doses at the FFTF Maintenance Deck to the

Indicated Cross Sections

Cross Sections

SS 304
Fe

Borated Polyethylene
(N)
(C)
(B)

SA508
(Fe)

Na
A
CaSiO3
N2
Magnetite Concrete
Inconel 600
SS410
SA516

Sum of All
Cross Sections ]

Sensitivity of
Neutron Tissue

-0

-4

-3

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0.

-8.

Dose

.88

.16

.37

03
00
02
01
02
01
01
02

53

(-0

(-3
(-0

052)

38)
67)

(0.11)

(-3,14)

Sensitivity of Gamma-Ray
Tissue Dose

Neutron
Cross

-0

-0

-1.

-0.
-0.
-0.
-0.
-0.
-0.
-0.
-0.

-2.

50

27

75

05
00
02
01
01
03
01
03

68

Sections

(-0.26)

(-0.12)
(-0.02)
(-0.13)

(-1.58)

Gamma
Cross

-0

-0

-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

-2

.93

.22

.80

.00

.00

.00

.00

.10

.00

.00

.00

.05

Sections

(-0.

(-0
(-0.
(-0.

(-0.

65)

05)
16)
01)

78)
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The 2-D problem analysis presented here not only shows which cross

sections are important for calculating the neutron and gamma-ray doses, but

also presents a clear picture of the important spatial features of the

calculation. For example, since the bulk of the neutron dose and gamma

production sensitivity occurs in the SA508 region, an obvious consideration

is the location of shielding in the nitrogen gap just below the head to

obtain a lower neutron flux entering the SA508. In this case, however,

mechanical considerations overruled the location of shielding in this gap

and led to more stringent requirements on the reactor cavity shield and the

head compartment shielding. It Is worthwhile to note at this point that

FORSS can be used in this latter example for direct perturbation theory

calculations for shield design and optimization. It is believed that the

2-D VIP-SWANLAKE combination will be especially useful in this mode of

operation.

D. FFTF Grid Plate Damage Calculations and Integral Experiment Design

As has been noted in past sensitivity work, a particularly powerful

use of sensitivity studies are their application to the design of appro-

priate integral experiments which are not necessarily prototypic but

retain the character of the transport processes of importance in a shield

design study. The basic concern in this approach is to identify the

important cross sections for the calculation of the design problem, and

then to ensure that results obtained for the integral experiment have

similar important sensitivity features. The problem used to demonstrate

this technique at ORNL was concerned with determining the effects ot

nickel cross sections on calculations through the FKTF lower axial

shield.16 This problem was of interest because of the relatively large

uncertainties associated with the cross sections available for this

clement, und the desire to employ an^inconel reflector in the FFTF. A

stainless steel energy-dependent neutron damage function was used as the

response function and located in the FFTF grid plate. The damage sensitiv-

ity profile for all the nickel crosa sections in the reflector region

is given in Fig. 8. This figure and other results indicate that insofar aa

the reflector region is concerned, the calculated grid plate damage is

primarily sensitive to the nickel cross sections.
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In an experiment performed at the Oak Ridge Tower Shielding Facility

(TSF),26 2'j-in. and 5-in. slabs of inconel were positioned immediately behind

a spectrum modifier and neutron measurements were made at various locations

beyond the configurations. A sensitivity calculation performed for this

TSF configuration with a hypothetical "damage function" detector resulted

in the rsickel sensitivity profile, shown in Fig. 9. Note that this profile

does not resemble the sensitivity plot obtained in the FFTF calculation.

The plot for the 5-in. slab comes closest, but it shows a much higher

sensitivity to high-energy cross sections than the plot for the FFTF

configuration.

The fact that spectrometer measurements were made in the experiment pro-

vides information content in addition to that obtained using the hypothetical

damage-function detector. Through sensitivity analysis this additional in-

formation is just what is needed to construct an experimental comparison

adjusted to the FFTF sensitivity function. In order to do this, more

detailed sensitivity studies were performed for the experimental configura-

tion — a sensitivity function being generated for each of several energy

bins over the energy range covered by the neutron spectrometer. Six energy

bins were selected, and a nickel sensitivity calculation was performed for

each bin of the 5-in. inconcl slab configuration. The resulting flux

sensitivity curve in each energy bin was then normalized to the FFTF damage

sensitivity curve in the same energy bin (each bin covered five energy

groups). The normalized flux sensitivity curve is compared with the FFTF

damage sensitivity curve in Fig. 10. Except for the two lowest energy bins,

the sensitivity plots lor the two cases are very similar. For this weighted

integral response the experiment has approximately the same sensitivity

profile as the design problem and is, hence, prototypic in the same sense

that one would achieve with an experiment having the same source configura-

tion and response function as the design problem. The disagreement between

experiment and analysis should apply .directly to the design problem, pro-

vided that the errors in the calculation of the experiment are due to

uncertainties In the cross sections for which the weighted response function

was determined.
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VI!I. Specific Sen9lt.iy.iyy, Studie« and Experiment«
Related To Sod I us ,in*d Iron tint it

Due to the importance of nodittn and iron in all current fast rcACtar

and the overall Snportance of Irun ax n shield and structural

nriterlal in .tlcast .til reactor and sshield Kyjtlcen, two specific examples

ot" studies geared toward evaluating ih« adequacy of the E&DF/tt data flic*

of these two ftuclidcs is illustrated lie low.

*• CRBR Uppt-r Ax|.il ShU-ldteBien and Integral Experiments

An earlier neutron (Ka'p-ponetration study in a sodlun-lron shield

*y»tcn?7 with dimensions conparaUlc to the upp»*r axial shield of an LMFKR

revealed extremely int«iii;tliiK transport properties of coupled sodium-iron

systems. With an eye toward studying the adequacy of the fast neutron of

•odiun and iron for the LMFilK project an intep.rnl eKperiiaenl wa» designed

using sensitivity techniqueii to EimuJntc neutron transport through the CKBR

upper axial shield. The one-dlacnstonal geometric mndcls for both the

experiment and the CKHH drsigi> are t.hovn in Fig. 11. These are clearly

very decp-ju-uetr.itIon problems with over 700 <*n of sodium and some 200 cut

of Iron betwen the reactor core and the top head of the shield. The

extremely interestlnp, features of this transport system are revealed in the

sodium and iron total sensitivity profiles for the top head doue in the

CRIiK model :liown in FJj-.s. 12 and 13 respectively and the summary of total

cen»ltivity results glwn in Table III.

The results are clearly dominated by three striking cross-section

features: 1) the 2'i-kV minimum in the iron total cross section, 2) the

tremendous sensitivity to the 300-keV and also !>00 keV minima in the sodium

total cross section, ami 3) the overall hl(;h sensitivity of the top head

done to both Iron and .sodium cross sections above 1 MeV, Koing up almost

to 10 McV. These results are in lai°)>,e measure surprising compared to the

the results of previous studies and experiments on separate sodium and iron

BYt;tons. Tlu* striking features are n direct result of the combination of

the thick iron head preceding and following, tin- sodium region.
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Table III. Comparison of Cross Section Sensitivity
for TSF Upper Axial Shield Experiment

and CRHR Design Model

Zone

Stainless Steel

(First Zone)

Sodium

(Second Zone)

Closure Head

Mockup

All Zones

Reaction

Fe

Mn

Cr

Ni

Na

Na (300 keV
only

Fe

Ni (In Inconel)

Fe

Na

Mn

Cr

Ni

Sensitivity

CRBR Model

- 4.4

- 0.17

- 1.34

- 1.07

-20.4

-• 5.84

- 3.66

- 1.51

-10.6

-23.1

- 0.73

- 2.7

- 3.58

TSF Exp Model

- 4.1

- 0.12

- 1.32

- 0.67

-17.2

- 5.68

- 2.09

- 1.30

- 6.3

-17.2

- 0.14

- 1.53

- 1.97
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What is clear from these results Is that the 300-kcV sodium minimum is

a key feature in this shield design and will have to be measured very ac-

curately for this work. This conclusion also holds true for the 24-kcV

iron minimum. The high-energy sensitivity in both sodium and iron indi-

cates the need for concern about high-energy clastic and Inelastic cross

sections and angular distributions in a region not thoroughly recognized as

important in past in l.MiUR work. The specific sodium high-energy sensitiv-

ity also makes it imperative (as SWAN1JVKE results for this study reveal)27

that at least a P3 representation of the multlgraup transfer matrix be used

for adequate calculations of high-energy sodium transport. This implies

rather strongly that diffusion theory methods are wholly inadequate for

such a shielding problem dispite the fact that previous results showed

that diffusion methods could be expected to work satisfactorily in trans-

porting problems of separat! sodium or iron systems.

The results of the TSF integral experiment (currently being analyzed

and to be made available shortly) should clearly test these important

cross-section features, in particular the importance of the 300-keV sodium

minimum. In previous sodium, ircn, and stainless steel TSF benchmark experi-

ments28*^9 some of these areas have been studied and there Is some indica-

tion that the 300-keV sodium minimum might not be as deep and therefore not

as important as it indicated by the KNUF/B-III sodium evaluation. A sodium

total cross-section measurement at OKELA is planned to verify this conclusion.

Possible discrepancies in the iron, chromium or nickel elastic and inelastic

cross sections from 1 to 5 MeV are also indicated in these experiments.

"•' Iron - Small Sphere Integral Measurements

In line with the importance of 2 to 10 MeV neutron data in the CUBR

shield design, the discrepancies which arose from analysis of LLL pulsed

sphere30 and ORNL ring measurements31 with ENDF/B-III Iron data are now

more relevant to such deep-penetration calculations. Comparison.1) of cal-

culations and experimental results of the secondary neutron spectra arising

from 10 to 15 MeV neutron collisions from a thin Iron ring are nliown in FIRS.

14 and 15. Figure 14 shows the previously discovered gross order of
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magnitude discrepancies in the secondary spectra in the 2 to 10 McV range

arising from inadequacies in the ENDF/B-III iron data. Figure IS shows

more recent results just produced with the ENOF/B-IV iron evaluation which

appear to have removed most of this concern by adjustments to the secondary

spectra arising from continum inelastic and Fe(n,2n) interactions.

Such results are particularly interesting and important to CTR blan-

ket and shield design studies as well as in the LMFBR work. Similar high

sensitivities to high energy iron cross sections have been seen in the

analysis of magnet damage and heating in various designs of a demonstra-

tion fusion power reactor (ERP). The extremely high sensitivities to

both iron and carbon cross sections and gamma-ray production data in Iron

from 2 to 15 MeV is particularly striking as shown in Figs. 16 and 17.

The iron and carbon sphere integral experiments provide useful informa-

tion in this energy range on the applicability of present ENDF data files

for CTR applications.

IX. Conclusions

The initial attempts at using sensitivity methods in the past five or

so years have been successful in demonstrating the applicability of the ap-

proach in many shielding areas. These successes together with a strong re-

lationship between sensitivity analysis and integral measurements, make it

clear that sensitivity methods are now beginning to fuJfill their objectives

in the areas of assessing cross-section data needs. Much work, however,

still remains to be done even in this first area of success. Most pressing

are timely and careful evaluation of ENDF/B-V uncertainty file information

and the generation of a significant number sensitivity studies on relevant

shield designs and integral experiments. In the longer term, computer

code development and dissimination should also follow a time scale leading

up to ENDF/B-V so that by 1977 systematic efforts at generating

cross-section data request lists can be completed using sensitivity

methods. An area which is still untapped but potentially next in line

for serious study relates to the ua« of sensitivity analysis in design
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optimization work. Much work on multi-dimensional perturbation methods

and specifically three-dimensional Monte Carlo perturbation techniques

and adjoint difference approaches will aid progress in this area.

As for specific conclusions which have come out of ORNL work to date,

it appears that both experimental and calculational work remains to be

done in determining the need for more accurate fast neutron (1 to 15 MeV)

interaction and g.inuna-ray production data in iron, chromium, and nickel.

Integral measurements of the small sphere type would be extremely useful

in this area. Fast neutron interactions in sodium should also be looked

into with integral measurements, again with emphasis on energies above

2 MeV. The assessment of the sodium total cross-section data In the

vicinity of the 300-keV and 500-keV minima is a vei'y important concern

as well. Clearly, additional studies on large shield designs for LMFBR's,

GCFR's, and CTR's must be made before the full impact of cross-section

data effects will be understood. More surprises, such as those found in

the CRBR upper axial shield study certainly remain to be discovered In

such future efforts.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The FORSS Sensitivity Code. System Flow Diagram.

Fig. 2. The Sensitivity Profile of the 100-cm Total Flux to All
Iron Cross Section Data,

Fig. 3. The Sensitivity Profile of the 400-cm Total Flux to All
Sodium Cross Section Data.

Fig. A. The Scnsitivy Profile of the 2000-m Air Dose to All Air
Cross Section Data.

Fig. 5. The Sensitivity Profile of the 200-m Air Dose to the
Nitrogen (n,a) Cross Section Data.

Fig. 6. The Energy Dependent Correlation Matrix for the Nitrogen
(a,<x) Cross Section.

Fig. 7. Geometric Model for Two-Dimensional Analysis of FFTF
Shield System.

Fig. 8. The Sensitivity Profile of the Calculated FFTF Grid Plate
Damage to All Nickel Cross Section Data in the Reflector Region.

Fig. 9. Comparison of Sensitivity Profiles of FFTF Grid Plate
Damage to Nickel Cross Sections for Two Experimental Configurations.

Fig. 10. Comparison of Sensitivity Profiles of FFTF Grid Plate
Damage to Nickel Cross Section and Scaled Flux Sensitivity Profile for
5-in. Inconel Experimental Configuration.

Fig. 11. Geometric Models for CRBR and TSF Upper Axial Shield
Sensitivity Study.

Fig. 12. The Sensitivity Profile of the CRBR Top Head Dose to All
Sodium Cross Section Data.

Fig. 13. The Sensitivity Profile of the CRBR Top Head Dose to All
Iron Cross Section Data.

Fig. 14. Comparison of Secondary Neutron Spectrum at 90-deg Scattering
from a Thin Iron King for Incident Ncjitron Energies Between 13 and 14 MeV
(Calculation Based on KNDF/B-III Mod. 1 Iron Data).

H
Fig. 15. Comparison of Secondary Neutron Spectrum at 90-deg Scattering

from a Thin Iron King for Incident Neutron Energies Betwecm 11 and 15 MeV
(Calculations Based on ENDF/B-1V Iron Data).

Fig. 16. The Sensitivity Profile of EPR Magnet Heating to All
Iron Cross Section Data.


